English Home Learning Grid 3 (Y3)
●
●
●

Read a book independently for at least 15 minutes daily.
Read to an adult, sibling or through media to a friend.
Choose one other thing to work on each day.

SPaG.com

4th – 15th May

Please keep evidence of all your great work and share it with us on Class Dojo to celebrate your achievements!

Brush up on your technical spelling, punctuation and grammar skills by logging
on to spag.com.
www.spag.com
We’ve set some objectives to revise. You can complete the tasks in any order.
Take your time and don’t rush as low scores mean you’ll repeat the activity
again!
This week’s tasks will link to the other SPaGwork on the grid, so make sure
you’ve a good understanding of the concept before tackling the SPaG.com
work.

English games
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/english-games/7-11-years/spelling-and-gram
mar
https://www.coxhoe.durham.sch.uk/school-life/fun-and-games
https://www.gamesgames.com/games/spelling

SPaG Focus Task

Preposition support: "Preposition" by The Bazillions
commands, statements, exclamations and questions support:The
Statement, Command, Question, Exclamation Sentences Song
Vowels and consonants support: The Vowels and Consonants Song

Tell a tale

Describe an image

Carefully, the small, delicate crow balanced on the ancient, golden clock. In its
beak was a tiny, shimmering key which twinkled in the fading sunlight.
Suddenly, it took flight and dropped the key into my trembling hand. I gripped
it tightly not realising that this would release the magic. The next thing that
I knew, I was falling, falling, falling… back in time.

The little bat is helping the troll. Write sentences to describe the picture
using these conjunctions.

Finish the story.
Think about:
● Where did you end up?
● What did you see when you got there?
● How did you get back home?
Use the writing mats to help you to include Year 3 writing features.

after

while

as

before

until

once

so

Include adverbs to describe your verbs.
E.g. The tiny, purple bat waited patiently with his soft towel as the exhausted
troll soaked his aching feet in the foot spa.

Can you challenge yourself to use the conjunction at the beginning of the
sentence, followed by a comma?
E.g. After he had carefully dried his feet, the troll smiled at the kind bat
while he carried some soothing soup towards him.

Reading Comprehension
Live like an Emperor!

Live like an Emperor!

1. What genre is the text? Give an example to support your
answer.
2. Find three examples of an expanded noun.
3. Why is ‘live like an Emperor’ a good title for the text?
4. In which room can perfumed oils be used?
5. What do you think a ‘strigil’ could be? Why do you think that?
6. Explain the difference between a tepidarium and a frigidarium.
7. What does the phrase ‘for a limited time only’ mean?
8. What does ‘extravagant’ mean? Use it in a sentence of your own.

Reading Comprehension
Incredible Invertebrates

Incredible Invertebrates
1.

Write a short definition of the word ‘invertebrate’.

2. What percentage of animals on Earth actually contain spinal bones?
3. Who do you think the writing is aimed at?
4. What kind of book might have a text like this?
5. What do you think ‘marine’ might mean?
6. How long was the largest invertebrate that was ever recorded?
7. Name two groups of animals that cannot be included as an
invertebrate.
8. Write two questions of your own that you could find the answers to in
this text.

SPaG

SPaG

Prepositions

Sentence Types

Add the correct punctuation to the sentence and label it as either a
statement, question, exclamation or a command.

Now write one of each sentence type of your own. Remember to punctuate
your sentences correctly.

Spellings

Spelling Task

The focus for spellings is words ending in the /g/ sound which is spelled ‘gue’
and words ending in the /k/ sound spelled ‘que.’
gue and que words
/g/ spelled ‘gue’

/k/ spelled ‘que’

league
plague
rogue
vague
fatigue

unique
antique
mosque
cheque
technique

Make sure you know the meaning of each word. You might want to use a
dictionary.
Write a sentence for each word.

Can you find this week’s spellings hiding in the grid?

